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Alleged pro-shah program
to continue despite protests

Kurt Effison

Chalking down the line
Anthony Trillo, SJSU gardener, chalks the line for women’s Field
hockey on the ROTC playing field next to New College.

By Laurie Siothower
A program of Persian culture and
music will continue despite heated
protests by the Iranian Students Association (ISA) that it is pro-shah.
Broadcast journalism senior Ali
Fargam’s two-hour program, broadcast Mondays at 8 p.m. has been accused of "extending the shah’s regime through racist skits, decadent
music and pro-regime announcements" in a leaflet distributed on
campus by the ISA.
Fargam was not present at the
meeting and could not be reached
for comment yesterday.
Acting program board chairman
Dr. Gordon Grebb, professor of
journalism, said the meeting was
held only to hear the ISA’s protest
and not to take action. Apparently
the program will continue until at
least then.
The board is composed of four
students and two faculty members
from the Journalism Department.
Approximately 30 members of
the ISA and a few other student supporters argued before the board
that:
the program, broadcast in the
interest of the Persian community,
was "very unsatisfactory" and
should be removed;
Fargam’s material came directly from the shah’s controlled
media, and
by allowing this to continue the
board was, in effect, supporting the
shah’s regime.
Grebb offered the ISA their own
air time but was turned down.
"You have already caused bad
feelings in the Iranian community
by broadcasting this for eight
months," said a spokesman. "Take
Fargam off the air and let us broadcast for eight months that’s equal
time."
"Why didn’t you protest eight
months ago?" Grebb asked.
"We have tried to get programming on KSJS but you said you
didn’t want any political programming," the spokesman replied.
"Now you let this agent of the shah
on."
Programming director Dave
Mora said he didn’t know when a
decision would be reached but the
board would meet again in another
week.
When asked if Fargam would
broadcast Monday he replied, "As

Proposals shot down

Parking ideas at feasible’
Many of the city’s recommendations to improve parking in the
campus area are not feasible, according to Bill Schooler, manager of
Auxiliary Enterprises.
Schooler, who manages the
Seventh and Ninth street parking
lots at SJSU, shot down most of the
recommendations made in the SJSU
parking facilities and neighborhood
study conducted by the city trans-

portation department at a meeting
of a special University committee
formed to study parking.
He added that the university already has implemented the other
suggestions.
Schooler said his department
does not have the resources or
traffic information to solve the parking problems.
Also, Schooler said the city and

Ferguson dismisses
Litchfield from AFC
Former A.S. Attorney General
Perry Litchfield
as removed
Wednesday from the Academic
Fairness Committee by President
James Ferguson.
The move was made because the
application was late, according to a
letter from Ferguson to Litchfield.
However the A.S. Council voted
Wednesday to send a resolution to
Ferguson asking that he reverse his
decision.
Litchfield told council he had received a letter Wednesday stating he
could remain on the committee and
returned later that day to find another letter which notified him of the
decision.
Litchfield’s application was one
day late but the Personnel Committee made an exception and accepted it.
Litchfield said the move was
prompted by political motives and
there was a definite personality conflict between the two.
Earlier this year Litchfield accused Ferguson of forcing him out of
office by making it difficult to perform his duties.
Ferguson said he is above dealing
on a personality level and is trying to
maintain a professional administration which operates within certain
set policies.
He said the chances are strong,
though not absolute that in order to
keep council and the executive working together efficiently he will re-

instate Litchfield. He noted he is in
total disagreement with council’s
decision.
Ferguson said he removed Litchfield because once a policy is set and
precedents are made they should be
followed.
He said precedent was set by the
ad hoc committee formed to help
pick a new attorney general when
late applications were not accepted.
Both Ferguson and Litchfield
were on that committee.
A member of the A.S. personnel
committee, Scott Cornfield, asked
Ferguson that if lateness was his
main concern would he reinstate
Litchfield if applications were reopened.
Ferguson responded he was not
obligated to respond but added late
applications should not be considered.
He said he heard council’s opinion and would adhere to its decision.
A motion by Councilman Steve
Madwin to send a resolution asking
Ferguson to reverse the action was
defeated.
Councilman Nathan Price
several times expressed his support
for Ferguson, telling him to abide by
his decision because it was his right
to remove Litchfield with cause.
Brown said his stand had not
been made clear and he was in full
concurrence with Ferguson’s decision and said he felt he would not adhere to the resolution.

SJSU must consider the reality of
the parking problem.
"The kids prefer to park on the
street," he said. "It’s not the university that has the problem," he added.
Schooler pointed out students
would park farther out if any parking restriction is implemented.
"They’re going to continue to
park there (street) for free," he
said. "Anything the university does
will require funds."
Schooler said traffic congestion
in the street is caused inside the
parking garage at Seventh Street.
He told the special seven-member
university parking committee !hat a
"pay out" system would not improve the garage congestion.
Also, he said the recommendation to redesign the Seventh Street
garage would cause 200 parking
spaces to be lost. odiuulei said the
project would cost "several thousands of dollars."
The city parking study, conducted last spring, recommended
that SJSU study the feasibility of a
shuttle bus system originating at the
south campus, parking garage
modifications, alternative means of
transportation and parking under
the highway 280 overpass at 10th and
11th streets.
Schooler also pointed out that the
lease cost for parking under Route
280, about $400 a month, was too high
for the university.
A shuttle bus system is not a
parking alternative, Schooler added.
"We do not have the funds." he
said. I.& said a shuttle bus system
set up three years ago by a pair of
graduate students went bankrupt because of low ridership.
Mark Gale, chairman of both the
university committee and Aerospace Studies Department, also
asked where funding for a shuttle
bus system would come from.
Gale said the committee should
ask the A.S. whether it would consider allocating funds for a shuttle
project.
Gale also told committee members that they should develop their
own parking alternative plans
before the next meeting on Tuesday.

far as I know."
Fargam’s program consists of
poetry, music and non-political news
items, according to Mora.
But the ISA disagrees.
"In the last three weeks the
program has stepped forward in
favor of the shah, reading articles
from the shah’s newspaper, the KeYhan, and playing tapes made in
Iran," a spokesman said.
Specifically the ISA objected to
an article they say Fargam read on
Oct. 11.
That article protested the expulsion of a SAVAK agent from Switzerland.
SAVAK is the secret police in
Iran, said the spokesman.
The ISA also maintained that
Fargam was an agent of the shah
and that they objected to their funds

being used to air such a program on
a public student radio program.
Grebb countered with, "I don’t
want to set any precedent to repress
anybody’s speech."
"Fredom of speech is not for the
majority; it’s for everybody."
In another interview, Mora said
he had received numerous calls
demanding the removal of
Fargam’s program as well as some
favoring it.
He said he also was physically
threatened by a member of the
group who had earlier walked towards him, shaking his fists.
In another incident, Fargam requested a police escort Wednesday
afternoon when a group of 25 Iranian
students formed a line around the
Speech and Drama Building,
passing out leaflets and shouting

Pictured at the meeting between the Iranian Students
Association and the Communications Board are
r)

that Fargam was an agent of the
shah.
An ISA spokesman denied the
charges.
At one point Grebb said, "If you
don’t like the program, you can always turn it off. That’s what I do
with programs I don’t like."
"There’s nothing we can do about
the situation in Iran. But I wonder if
suppression of truth is the answer,"
said Grebb.
Near the end of the relatively
orderly session, Grebb said, "You
ought to take a course in the Constitution, because I don’t think your
group understands it."
Another student from KSJS said,
"There’s no democracy in Iran, but
it seems like what you’re proposing
is to take away the democracy
here."

Brent Baader, Bob Breck, Dave Mora,
Professor Gordon Greb, and Jim Holtz

Ross Lev
Journalism

ISA complains radio show
disc jockey is agent of shah
The Iranian Students Association
(ISA) complained Wednesday to
A.S. Council that a KSJS radio program is pro-Shah and therefore
should be taken off the air.
Rather than taking action itself,
council voted to send the request to
the Communications Board.
The group presented a resolution
to council asking that the show, by
disc jockey Ali Fargam, be removed
because it said he is an agent of the
Shah of Iran who is repressing the
progressive movements in Iran.
Councilwoman Edna Campbell
said she felt the resolution was "too
political" for council and suggested
a motion asking for equal time for
opposing views might be in order.
Motion made
A move to accept the motion was
made by councilman Steve Madwin
because "in my heart I cannot accept oppression" even if it costs one
person their freedom of speech.
Nathan Price said he could not
support a motion which would, in
effect, be denying Fargam his con-

stitutional right of free speech.
Several councilpersons pointed
out council does not have any say in
what is aired on KSJS despite funding it for $5,000.
More than a dozen supporters of
the motion were in the gallery, many
of whom raised their hand to speak
and cheered Madwin’s motion.
Chairman Jeff Brown decided to
keep the discussion in the council
after several of the speakers gave
emotional speeches about the repression in Iran.
Student questions
One student asked, "What about
the rights of those dying in Iran?
What is fair for those who are being
oppressed?"
Madwin responded it is time for
council to take some stands.
Councilwoman Haleh Payandehjoo said Fargam now is admitting he
is being supported by the Shah and
expressing the Shah’s point of view.
Madwin withdrew his motion
after it became evident it would not
pass.

Payandehjoo said the Iranian
Students Association was told by the
program director of KSJS the station does not have pro-political programming. Then adviser Richard
MacCafferty told them they could
have equal time. When a tape was
submitted it was not aired because it
was too political, he said.
Tape Persian
A representative of the ISA noted
the tape they submitted was in Persian and he would like to know who
heard it and decided it was political.
A motion by Price to ask for
equal time was tabled and another
motion by Madwin to form an ad hoc
committee was withdrawn.
Information officer Steve Wright
said the Communications Board was
established to deal with these types
of problems and can take action,
unlike the council which can only
recommend.
Council agreed and asked Wright
to see the problem is presented to
the board.

Increased student power
to be proposed by lobbyist
A lobbyist for the CSUC student
presidents is formulating a set of
legislative proposals which would
broaden the power of student
governments and reinstate educational benefits for California
veterans.
In addition, the nine proposals
suggested by legislative advocate
Scott Plotkin would extend university library hours, divert some parking revenue to mass transit systems
and prohibit discrimination against
student tenants.
If the proposals approved by the
student presidents at a meeting this
month in San Bernardino, Plotkin
will present them to members of the
legislature for consideration in the
next session.
Reform laws
The main thrust of the CSUCSPA’s legislative effort this term
will be reform of laws concerning
student government and an attempt
to make student governments independent of CSUC control.
Recent decisions by the courts,
the chancellor’s office and the
governor have limited the power of
student governments to raise and
spend A.S. fundq.

If approwd the legislation vould
allow student governments to assess
additional program fees with the approval of a majority of at least 30 per
cent of the entire student body;
redefine A.S. fees as private, not
state funds; remove instructionally
related activities funds such as
athletics from A.S. budgets and
transfer them to a special state
budget; and give A.S. governments
the right to select their own business
managers
Bunzel favorable
Some of these proposals may
from the SJSU
support
receive
administration. President John
Bunzel said recently he favored the
concept of a student recreation
center but emphasized it would have
to be done with "student support."
If the additional fee proposal is
approved it would allow students to
assess themselves for a recreation
center.
The instructionally related activities proposal would provide a $1.6
million appropriation for athletics
and $1.2 million for other areas, part
of which might be used to support
SJSU’s growing athletic program.
The move to reinstate California

veteran’s benefits follows the denial
of funding for a $2.5 million
veteran’s program.
Hours reinstated
The extension of library hours
would apply primarily to schools
where library hours have recently
been cut, according to Plotkin. He
estimates the cost at about $50.000.
The parking revenue proposal
would allow schools to use parking
revenues to develop mass transit
programs. Currently, all parking
revenues must be used for more
parking or study of mass transit.
Plotkin said.
During the last term there were
two bills before the assembly to
prohibit discrimination against
student renters. Both will be reintroduced in the next session, according to Plotkin.

Weather
Continued fair weather with little
temperature change. Highs today
will be in the low AO’s. The lows at
night will be in the mid-50’s. Heavy
pollution will continue.
SJSU Meteorology Depertment
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Letters
Vietnam event
not truly told
Editor:
We. the Association of Vietnamese Patriots and Friends, would
like to correct the report on the front
page of the Spartan Daily of Nov. 1.
The Association of Vietnamese
Patriots organized the introducing
ceremony for itself last Thursday.
Oct. 28, in the S.U. Umunhum Room.
There were about 350 people who
showed up for the program.
The program was, as anyone can
read from our leaflets posted in the
campus:
1. Introducing the association to
the public (since the association was
recently recognized by the university).
2. The association president reporting on the present development
in Vietnam.
3. Showing the film "Saigon:
April 1976."
Therefore, first of all, there was
no "discussion of the movie ’Saigon:
April 1976’," in our program, as reported.
Furthermore, the report said an
"angry group left the scene after
they were refused entrance into the
discussion." This did not occur.
The fact was, as anyone from the
audience can verify, six young
Vietnamese in their ZO’s, whose relatives or who themselves worked for
the Saigon regime before April 1975,
shouted to disrupt the program at
the beginning.
They were shouted out by the
audience "Long live Vietnam! Long
live Vietnam!" It was then that they
left the room.
The program went on smoothly
after they left into the Student Union
hall and stayed there, and hadn’t
"returned a few minutes later with
50 people." The University Police
came in at this moment. This explains why they could not correctly
give the exact number to the Spartan Daily reporter, who showed up
at the end of the program.
It was the building manager and
the police who decided that these six
young men be allowed into the room
when it was dark for the film, even
though the room was overcrowded
and their aim was to disrupt the
program
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Hence, there was no "snuck" into
the room as reported and, minutes
later, the chair throwing from the
disruptors began and hurt two persons, one who was a Vietnam Vet
It was then that the police and the
building manager decided the program over.
People still lingered expressing
their wish to see the film till the end.
(Because of this, we shall show the
movie again at 8 p.m., Thursday,
Nov. 18, 1976 in Umunhum Room).
We wish that the Spartan Daily
reporter had contacted us to have
the objective report, since we organized the program and we were
available for comment that day.
The Spartan Daily reporter
should have interviewed the
audience, not just the so-called
"Democratic Vietnamese," which
did not exist until that moment. As
well, the Daily excluded an unrelated arrest of drunkeness in the
same report.
The University Police should
have decided to protect the oncampus program and the right of
people who want to see our program.
Ngo thanh Nhan
Linguistics graduate
President, Association of
Vietnam Patriots and Friends

Profs cannot
control pub
Editor:
Again, the students take another
blow to the chin.
Why should a few professors have
the right to structure the functions of
the Spartan Pub to their own personal whims (Spartan Daily. Oct.
291?
Is not the purpose of the Spartan
Pub to provide entertainment and
leisure to all individuals who choose
to indulge?
I feel it is wrong to deny those
who enjoy live jazz six hours a week
the right to kick back and relax. Who
consumes and supports the pub the
most?
Mike Phelan
Biology junior

Daily editor
’brainwashed’
Editor:
I could do nothing but sympathize
with Steven C. Taylor for his contention that Israel is not a burden on the
United States (Oct. 27).
People like him are told this by
the media of this country repeatedly
so much that it becomes somewhat like a brainwash. Face the
reality and stop kidding yourself.
This country is facing a record
rate of inflation and unemployment.
Funds are running out for a lot of
programs which are aimed at the
betterment of the masses in this
country.
I wish those millions of dollars
given to Israel could be diverted and

Write Us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything you might
have on your mind.
Best letters are short (250
words) and to the point. The
Spat tan Daily reserves the right
to edit for libel, length and style.
All letters should be signed
with the author’s name, major
and class standing.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 2081 between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, or by mail.

Filling in the Blanks

spent toward these constructive
projects which, I am afraid, the
politicians of this country won’t do
for fear of a campaign fund loss
What a cheap shot.
Finally, I can do nothing but
praise Gen. George Brown and
people like him for their honest
appreciation of the situation, despite
all these odds.
Ashraf A Sattar
Electrical Engineering junior

Bomb threats
are not rising
Editor:
The article in Wednesday’s (Nov.
3) paper concerning bomb threats is
both misleading and a mark of poor
journalism.
The caption to the picture, stating
that 173 bomb threats have been
made since the beginning of the
year, might have been a typo error.
This is corrected in the article to
be 173 since 1968.
However, you make the claim
that bomb threats are on the climb
You back this up with the opposite
supporting data.
Since .lanuary, 1976, 74 threats
have been received. Last semester,
70 threats were received. Now, if my
math doesn’t fail me, that would
mean that only four threats have
been received this semester.
With 70 threats last semester and
four received so far this semester, I
do not follow your reasoning that
bomb threats are climbing, as your
headline claimed. It would appear
that they are falling.
The power of the printed word is
too strong to allow use of misleading
analysis.
John McClelland
Marketing senior

Art opinions:
ohh, ahh, p.u.
Editor:
In regards to the paintings by
"New Yorker" oohhh, a hhhh.
As for "Zapata El Fuego" that
are hanging in the Art Department’,.
North gallery p.n.
Ron Lee
Art graduate

Redone street
not worth it
Editor:
Our new intersection at Ninth and
San Carlos streets is just lovely, isn’t
it? That is, if you like concrete.
The intersection, as it now
stands, is a good example of poor
planning. The sidewalks, which run
north and south on Ninth Street used
to be straight, but now one has to
walk around two concrete blocks,
back to the pedestrian crossing.
After crossing the street: one has
to walk around another set of concrete blocks.
’rhis prevents students from
walking a straight line, even when
sober.
It would have been much better if
the sidewalks were left alone m
else put one large pedestrian
crossing in the middle of the inter
section.
Perhaps a cheaper version of the
project could have been made
Money saved could be put int()
lighting up the darker areas of the
campus at night.
Bruce Anglin
Accounting junior
Charlie Day
Industrial Arta senior

Major wins can be attributed
to fabricated political images
By Steven C. Taylor
"Image in politics is more important than substance and reality."
All through Wednesday, the talk
of the campus was the surprising results of the previous day’s voting.
Both faculty and students seemed
fascinated by judgments few had
anticipated. Narrow winners that
some had written off as hopeless
losers included S.I. "Sam"
Hayakawa, our new U.S. senator,
and Jimmy Carter, our new chief of
state.

Steven C. Taylor is the Opinion
Page Editor of the Spartan Daily.
People like City Council candidate David Runyon, who supposedly didn’t have a prayer of a
chance, won by a wide margin, while
David Harris, Democratic challenger to Rep. Paul "Pete" McCloskey, was predicted to have a
fighting chance, only to lose by a
large margin.
My two political science classes
cancelled lectures in favor of hindsight analysis of the election events.
In general, most of the first-day
reaction seemed to be summed up in
one word "Wow!"
But there was one remark the
one cited above that stood out as a
clear perception of why those
happenings did happen.
Dr. Roy Christman, my_ instructor in a class on politict.I
parties and elections, made the
statement regarding just one of
Tuesday’s results, but its truth can
be seen in most of the races that
were found to be shockers election
night.
Ultimately, the image created
especially through the campaign’s
"propaganda" such as commercials
and pamphlets proved to be the
deciding factor for many voters in
their decisions. And as images go,
the more money available to create
it, the better it can be seen as
authentic.
But unfortunately, the image
sometimes has little to do with the
facts.
A good example of this was seen
in one of the most bitter contests
fought in California, between the
supporters and opponents of Proposition 14. which lost by a substantial
margin.
Last spring this measure, the
Agricultural Labor Relations Initiative, looked to be a sure winner. It
was really pretty hard to figure how
anyone could oppose it.
As expected, the organized opposition to the proposition soon jelled
around the state’s mammoth agriculture interests, sometimes called
"agribusiness." They put together
about $1.5 million and went about
creating an image.
The perception most voters had
of this confrontation in the fields was
exactly what the initiative’s opponents wanted it to be. It was supported by many subtle and overt
ploys which made for good "propaganda."
the greatest of these and by
far the most successful was in
turning an initiative regarding the
farm workers’ right to vote into a
threat to private property.
This was not easy. For one thing,
this same ploy was just recently
rejected by the California Supreme
Court and upheld by the U.S.
Supreme Court.
But when you can outspend your
rivals by a 5-to-1 margin, it does

make your effort a little easier.
Hence, television and radio commercials, as well as billboards and
posters, called on voters to protect
private property rights: their insinuation being that if you give "them"
be they union organizers, the
government or the boogie man an
inch, they will soon take a mile
which might just include the voters’
homes.
A month ago, it was hard to believe the anti -14 forces could pull it
off, but they did. Many of the people
I talked to who had voted negatively
had this fear of losing their own privacy rights.
Another piece of the image was
painting the farm owners as martyrs poor helpless farmers being
threatened by these radical, unfeeling, all-powerful union organizers.
Anyone with any knowledge of
California’s farm worker situation
knows better than that, but such
knowledge does not extend to most
of the state’s voters. They simply
didn’t and still don’t know.
So to find out, they looked at the
opposing campaigns.
They saw the measure’s opponents led by a simple, friendly looking man who owned a small
farm and said he was moved to
campaign against the measure because he feared for his rights.
He and other farmers ( which is a
key word. It sounds much more
sympathetic than the term
"growers") didn’t want their little
plots of land invaded by raucous
unions.
Never mind that the opposition
was really spearheaded by the
large, corporate agricultural interests, not "farmers." Never mind
that the courts had already decided
there were no lost rights.
Never mind that prohibition of
access to farms will be denied only
the United Farm workers (UFW),
proponents of the initiative, and not
the Teamsters, the UFW’s rivals.
And never mind that, when the
current law was first agreed upon
last year, incse farm owners consented to allowing such access, only
to protest when the union voting
didn’t turn out their way.
Alas, such substance and truth is
not as important or as noticeable.

When one’s voice can carry five
times louder than another’s, people
have a tendency to hear what one is
saying much more clearly. The anti 14 group’s image was easily seen,
while proponents of the proposition
were seen pretty much out of focus.
But it wasn’t just the growers’
money that reinforced this image. A
lot of it also included the pro-14 effort itself.
Supporters of the measure had
little money, but a lot of manpower
much of it coming from traditional political activists, like students and leftists, and the Mexican American communities across the
state.
They were led by UFW President
Cesar Chavez, who moved them to
great heights of enthusiasm. In a
drive reminiscent of the 1960s protests, they led marches, passed out
bumper stickers, carried signs, held
uplifting rallies.
Their campaign was one of enthusiasm and, all that energy contrasted greatly with that quiet,
martyr-like image the growers had
propped up.
That contrast seemed to reinforce the growers’ line on what the
issue really was. All those voters in
areas that don’t know what really is
going on in California agriculture
ended up casting their ballots for he
"quiet" side.
It is easy to see how middle -income suburbanites the voters that
were really needed to pass Propo’sition 14 looked at the images,
were confused by his state voters’
pamphlet and decided to vote for the
"status quo."
Such is the strange way political
games are played.
Ironically, the evening before the
election, one network scheduled the
Robert Redford movie, "The Candidate."
This motion picture carried the
same message to millions of television viewers before the election
including ’no’ -voting Californians
that Dr. Christman told us afterwards that campaign images do
not necessarily mirror the facts.
For the Proposition 14 contest, as
well as other races, that message
didn’t seem to get past the image on
the screen.
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Exile blames U.S. for repression
By Randy Brown
A Panamanian exile
described repression
caused by his country’s
military government to
SJSU students Wednesday
and asked them to help
fight U.S. military presence in the Panama Canal
Zone.
In a heavy accent, Dr.
Miguel Antonio Bernal

read a speech on the political situation in Panama
to about 30 people in the
S It Almaden Room. Bernal was editor of the Dialogo Social, Panama’s only
magazine.
Bernal said the military
government in Panama,
which was formed in 1968,
has made the problem of
the canal its "Trojan

horse" in order to stay in
power.
According to Bernal, the
military government was
formed by the actions of
the United States when, in
1967, a mass of Panamanians pressured their
government to oppose a
draft treaty that would
maintain U.S. presence
over the canal zone.

Scott Woodham
Dr. Miguel Antonio Bernal answering questions about his exile from

C

Panama.

In order to stay in power, the military government, headed by Gen.
Omar Torrijos, is willing to
punish any Panama citizen
for opposing the U.S. control of the canal zone or the
presence of U.S. military
bases in Panama, he said.
500 exiled
Bernal said he is one of
more than 500 Panamanians living in exile "as a result of the capriciousness of
the Torrijos dictatorship."
Returning from a trip to
Europe in February, Bernal entered the Tocumen
airport in Panama City and
immediately was arrested
by state security police. He
then was held in a small
jail cell for 25 hours. Afterwards he was deported to
Guayaquil, Ecuador.
Not once, according to
Bernal, was he formally
charged with any crime.
Bernal listed many
cases besides his own of the
military regime’s actions
against Panamanians.
He told of people who
were "savagely tortured"
by soldiers before being deported. He said there also
is a long list of people who
have been assassinated by
the military.
"On the prison island of
Coiba," he said, "there are
dozens of people being held

spartaguide

Dr. Harry Gailey of the
SJSU History Department
will speak on the current
situation in Rhodesia at 8
p.m. Tuesday, in the S.U.
Almaden Room. The presentation is sponsored by
Delta Tau Kappa, the International Social Science
Honor Society.

Dr. Wilfred Iltis will
speak on his six months in
Michoacan. Mexico at
1:30 p.m. Tuesday in D.H.
246. His talk will be of
special -interest to Anthropology and Biology
attidenisaitil is sponsored
by the Entomology Club
Free coffee and doughtnuts
will be served.

Sigma Delta Chi will
meet at 11:30 a.m. today
for a Dutch treat lunch in
Faculty Dining (next to
Leisure Studies) before the
Valerie Coleman speech.
All members going to Los
Angeles should plan to
attend. Plans for a club
sponsored party will also
be discussed.
Akbayan SJSU’s
Philipino Club will get
together at 2:30 p.m. today
in the S.U. Almaden Room.
All interested students are
invited to come. Food and
music will he provided

M
Spartan
Serving the San iwo State
University Community
Since 1934
Second class postage paid a, San
Jose, Calif ornia Member of Cal,
forma Newspaper PubIrshers Asa&
cation and the Associated Pres.
Published daily by Sari Jose State
University, except Saturday and
Sunday, during he college veer The
opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the Associated
Students the College Adrnentstration
or the Department of Journalism and
Advertising Subscript.0s accepted
Only on a remainder of semester
basis FuN academic year. S9 each.
Semester $4 50 Off campus pnce
pIff copy 10 cents Phone 277 3181
Adyerbsng 27731?! Peeled by
Suburban Newspaper Publications
Inc Cupertino

The A.S. funded First
Step Project will hold a
seminar in Food Preservation: canning and drying
at 1 p.m. tomorrow at the
Mi Tierra Community
Garden at the corner of
10th and Alma streets nect
to the Municipal Stadium
parking lot. For more information, call Lee Lazaro
at 297-4194. Everyone is
welcome to come.

the Electrical Engineering
building.

I.E.E.E. plans a field
trip to Stanford Integrated
Circuit Laboratory at 2
p.m. today. Interested
students please sign up in

Resurrection City
presents "Night of
Miracles" with Mario
Murillo tomorrow at 7 p.. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Admission is free. Special
guest: Chalice.

"Protecting the Consumer" is the subject of a
talk by Slim lnghams at the
Sunday Forum at 7 p.m.
Sunday, at the Grace
Baptist Church. Ingham
is the head of Consumers
United of Palo Alto.

International Programs
is offering students an
opportunity to study
abroad and receive credit
towards their major. Official representative Judy
Yarmus will be on campits
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Nov. 8 and 9 in the Student
Union to discuss
qualifictions.
"Up Your Alley," a
bowling tournament sponsored by the Recreation
and Leisure Studies 97
class, will be held from
10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Games
Area.

Lost child’s
return earns
cash reward
"Have you seen this
child" reads the poster
with a photograph of 13month-old Monica Rios,
who has been missing since
Oct. 16.
Nearly all of the 5,000
posters printed by former
SJSU graduate student
Georgia Rios, Monica’s
mother, have been passed
out in the Oakland and San
Jose area, as well as at the
airports in the Bay Area.
What the posters do not
say is that there is a $10,000
reward for the return of the
infant.
Juan Rios, the child’s
father, was the last known
person to see Monica before she disappeared. The
two were at the opening of
the Oakland City Center on
the afternoon of Oct. 16.
At about 5 p.m., according to Rios, he turned away
from Monica for a moment.
When he looked back she
was gone.
Anyone with information regarding Monica’s
location is asked to call the
Oakland City Police at
(415) 273-3821.

rot

Monica Rios has brrrr oilisiong sin.. Oct16

HERE’S WHAT TO DO
If the swine flu materializes
Your body trill slum. no
compromises.
So give it samething nutritious
Nab a ‘Smoothie’
it’s also delicious.
Fn..11 Fniit I /rink -

Fruity _Rudy ’s
across from Student Union

The California Colt
TWIN SUPER SINGLE OR DOUBLE
FIVE YEAR MATTRESS / LINER
NEW 42 MONTH SUNDOWN HEATING SYSTEM
DECK & PEDESTAL

II"

411’llni

WATERBED SHOWROOM

800 W San Carlos St
’San Jose 297-3677

HEADBOARD
)10EXTRA

A request by Earth Toys
to defer a rent increase
scheduled for January was
set aside by the Student
Union Board of Governors
at its meeting Tuesday.
Citing a poor starting
season and existing low
capital reserves, Kathy
Newman, director of A.S.
Leisure Services, came before the board with a request to reduce the operation’s space rental.
Earth Toys, an A.S. subsidized ski equipment,
backpacking and camping
rental shop for students, faculty and staff began
operation in January of this
year.
Newman indicated to
the S.U. board she would go
back to A.S. and try and get
the necessary additional
funding.
A.S. originally budgeted
$100 a month to Earth Toys
for rent last December. At

SALE HOURS. Sun 12to 5
MON THURS FRI 9 to 9
TUES WED SAT 9 to 5

ettirans enrollment is
down 38 per cent this
semester but this decline
was expected, said Robert
Sampson, director of
SJSU’s Veterans Affairs
Office.
Under the nations third
GI bill, veterans had ten
years to claim their educational benefits, Sampson
said. The cutoff date came
for 30 per cent of SJSU’s
vets on May 31, 1976.
The remaining eight per
cent drop in enrollment is
easily explained, Sampson
said. Some post -Vietnam
veterans have graduated
and others are in a graduate program. Veteran enrollment figures do not include graduate students.
Nationwide veteran en-

rollment is down 33 per
cent. The loss of 483,000
trainees also is due to the
10-year delimiting factor,
according to a Washington
news release.
Trainees include college
enrollment down 33.8 per
cent, resident school enrollments and correspondence
school students.
As of September,
1,104,445 veterans and military personnel were receiving educational benefits under the Cl bill.

MARK’S
STEREO
Buy & l’rede
293-8990
74 E. San Fernando
I Block from Campus

The Associated Students
p

Bill Graham
present

that time Earth To!,s was
told by the S.U. to expect a
rent increase although a
specific figure was not
agreed upon, according to
S.U. Director Ron Barrett.
In May the S.U. board
passed a plan by a vote of 92 which called for $100 a
month from July 1 to Dec.
31 of this year and an increase to $175 a month for
the six months beginning
Ain. I, 1977.
The space was bringing
$250 a month from a travel
agency prior to Earth
Toys’ operation.

RORY
GALLAGHER
Point Blank
(

Z.Z. Top’s friends from Texas)

Sunday, November 21s1-13 p.m
San Jose State Men’s Gym
All students in advance $5.00
All students at the door $6.00

A Way to Savo Money

Student tickets Only available
at the A.S. Business Office
2nd Not Student Union
Call 277 2731 for information

MARSAL’S
Howse of Surplus
Levi’s Bells Et Cords
Backpacks Shoes
and many other goods
124 E Soda Clara
Ilutvrosad & 4th

Buy while you still can!
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Special Prices on Mouldings for Students

which supports the military government.
Bernal told the group
two radio stations in
Panama which voiced antiimperialistic views were
shut down.
As editor-in-chief of the
only magazine in Panama,
the Dialogo Social, Bernal
said the magazine publishes "under a cloud of
constant threats to close it
down."
But since Dialogo Social
is owned by Jesuit priests,
he said it still operates.
With reference to a new
treaty concerning U.S. control of the canal zone, Bernal insisted that the majority of of the Panamanians would like to see the
United States out of
Panama.
Bernal encouraged his
listeners to not think of
Panama as just a canal,
but of people who have
gone through more than 70
years of "on -going aggression" from the United
States government

Earth Toys gets stay
on S.U. rent raise

*
*

Cheim Waterbed Showroom
Lumber, Plywood and Building Materials

’ 7’e s

without any formal charges against them and who
have not had a trial. The
subhuman conditions of life
in this penal colony defy
description."
Bernal said that since
the formation of the military regime, a chain link
fence has surrounded
Panama’s National University, and "an internal
security force dedicated to
watching the student body
and controlling their activities" is in operation.
In addition to all the
beatings and assassinations, the regime has systematically violated all
democratic freedoms, Bernal said.
Radio silenced
He said there had been
heavy censorship of newspaper, radio and television
news by the military regime.
Of the four newspapers
in Panama, Bernal said
three are the property of
the military and the fourth
is owned by a rich family

Fewer veterans
enrolled at SJSU
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Gridders face independent
Aztecs in grudge encounter

sin
ecthe
aFlicrowd
aW

A portion of the 17,500 sun beaten football fans
watch Spartan strong safety Paul Kolesnikow take
down Bronco tight end Doug Cosbie in the Spartan’s
50 15 romp over the University of Santa Clara
Saturday afternoon in Spartan Stadium SJSU weak

outside linebacker Rayford Roberson (381 picked
off a Terry Malley pass on the play and returned it
11 yards to the Santa Clara 4-1 yard line The inter
ception was his third of the season

comfortably ahead 38-14 in

By Dave Johnson
The 1976 edition of one of
the nation’s great grudge
games is scheduled for 7:30
p.m. Saturday in San Diego
Stadium, when the Spartans hook up with the San
Diego State Aztecs.
For the first time in
three years, the matchup
will not decide the
championship of the Pacific Coast Athletic Association since the Aztecs left
the loop last year to pursue
an independent football
schedule.
The Spartans have a
near lock on the championship, needing only a tie or a
win Nov. 13 at Pacific to
clinch a second straight
crown.
However, even without
the championship as a motive, the SJSU-SDSU contest is a high point for both
teams a game each has
been pointing toward all
season.
Since 1970, the teams
have been trading home
victories, with the exception of a 27-27 tie at
Spartan Stadium in 1973.
In 1974, with the Aztecs

the fourth quarter, SDSU
head coach Claude Gilbert
elected to go for a two-point
conversion. Grudge.
In the 31-7 Spartan victory in 1975, with SJSU
comfortably ahead in the
fourth quarter, former
head coach Darryl Rogers
put most of the second
team in on the last offensive series.
The second team, behind then-reserve Steve
DeBerg, had the ball on the
Aztec 19-yard line when
DeBerg tried to hit wide
receiver Robert Claiborne
on the final play of the
game. Grudge.
Gilbert miffed
Gilbert is reported to
have said after the game
last year that he would run
up the score against the
Spartans this year if he had
the chance.
Running up the score
may not be in order,
though. The SJSU defense
has been playing solidly
most of the season, and the
Aztecs don’t have quite the
big-play offense they have
had in past years.
SDSU has become
known as a professional
quarterback factory, having supplied Dennis Shaw,
Brian Sipe, Jesse Freitas.
and Craig Penrose to the
NFL just since 1970.
Last season, behind
Penrose, they were the
NCAA passing champions,
but have made quite a turnaround in their offensive
style in just one year.
Ball control
This year the Aztecs
emphasize ball control, and
have the running backs to
make it go.
A look at the size of the
starting running backs
gives one the impression
that Gilbert has them starting in the wrong positions.
Tailback David Turner
is 5-11 and weighs 207.
whereas fullback Binky
Benton goes at only 5-51/2
and 180 pounds.
Turner, however, is the
in
better outside runner
fact, he is one of the finest
outside runners in the nation. The junior college
transfer from Bakersfield College has been injured the last three weeks,

Booters battle for NCAA playoff berth
crucial weekend
doubleheader.
The Spartans, deflating
their season record to 10-3
with a 4-1 loss to Hayward
State Tuesday, are 3-0 in
West Coast Intercollegiate
Soccer Conference
(WCISC) play.

The seventh ranked
SJSU soccer team will be
looking for Golden Bears
tomorrow when it resumes
the hunt to the up-coming
playoff jungle.
The first -in -the -west
booters will battle UC
Berkeley at 3 p.m. in
Spartan Stadium tomorrow
in the first game of a

coach

Head

Julie

Composits as of Nov 4. 1976
rio

player

shots

goals

assists

63
37
24
33
29
14
16
22
4
6

21

8

8
5

8
7
3
2
2
2
1
1

1
3
1
1
4
0
(1

Id Perez
15 Ryan
, 1 Silveira
9 Swadley
7 Gaspar
8 Bolanos
Ili Amajor
1 9 Avakiart
6 Perez, Javier
14 Garrott

goalkeepers
Keohdne
Sanchez

games

saves

11
5

78
6

e

goals
against
13
2

SO

(5i

Game by Game totals
Team

Score

SFSU
Chico
Stanford
St Loiiis
UOP
USF
SFSU
UCLA
Sacto
UC Santa Barbara
Cal Fullerton
Stanford
Hayward

Home,
Away

13-0
1-0
4-0
01
111
10
6-1
3-0
3.1
2-3
54
30
14

Attendaii,

A

250
1700
12E,0
850

so
A
A

3000
75
1700

A
A
A
A
A

so
1650
750
70
500
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SJSU’s women’s
volleyball team, which has
won four straight matches,
travels to Los Angeles
today to compete in the
UCLA Invitational.
There will be 24 teams
competing in the tourney
and it should be a good
indication of how well the
spikers will do in post season play.
"This tournament
should really help our team
prepare for the regionals,"
assistant coach Marti
Brugler said.
The tournament will
feature such powerhouses
as USC, UC Santa Barbara
and host UCLA.
The Spartans are placed
in a pool (division) along
with Cal State University
Long Beach, Pepperdine
University, Arizona State
University, Michigan State
University and U(’ (nine.

IBM COPIES
om loose originais

Kopi
322 E SANTA CLARA
SAN JOSE, C

294-0600
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Odd Obsession
A Film of Erotic Beauty
(with English Subtitles)
500

Morris Dailey
7 El 10

Al. SERIES
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(Law School Admission Test)

.1.

SJSU midfielder John Media battles two Hayward
defenders for the ball in the Spartan’s 41 loss to the
Pioneers Tuesday.

"We will be taking
every member of the
varsity squad with us that
doesn’t have pressing
schoolwork to take care
of," head coach Yosh
Uchida said.
Judokas Mike Kessler
and Keith Nakasone will be
trying to atone for defeats
suffered at last years Palo
Alto Invitational. Both
were defeated by Jim
Sinbery of the Salinas Judo
Club.
Sunday’s match is a
warm up for the Nov. 14
Junior Nationals.
"We are building for the
under 20-year-old tournament next weekend,"

*

Spikers
success
on line

A seminar designed to equip the serious LSAT candidate with an understanding of the LSAT arid
the skills and techniques necessary to realize his maximum score
A thorough study and analysis of Test Structure Question types. Skills tested. Task definition
etc Test Taking Methodology Limiting alternatives, Sequential and Hierarchical answering
Response Biases, Distractors. etc Practice Test Taking with returned section and total scores
Faculty R J Shavelson, PhD. School of Education. UCLA, W J Meredith. PhD. Dept of
Psychology. UC Berkeley; R. L Trincheto, PhD. Director of Testing & Research. CSU Hayward
ML Southern, PhD, Director of Testing I. Evaluation, CSU San Jose, G R Gruber. PhD . Simor
8. Schuster. Leigh Burnstein. PhD . School of Education, UCLA

Palo Alto Invitational next
for champion judo team
SJSU’s defending NCAA
championship judo team
ventures north to Palo Alto
Sunday to participate in the
Palo Alto Invitational.
The 2 p.m. match will be
held at Cubberly High
School, 4000 Middlefield
Road.
This open match will
draw some of the top teams
from the Bay Area.
"San Jose Buddhist
Club, Cal State Hayward,
UC Berkeley, San Francisco State and the San
Francisco Judo Club will
all be there," SJSU
assistant coach Dave Long
said. "All of these teams
are tough."

*

"It’s a payback for
them
they’ve been
waiting for this a whole
year. But we’re looking for
them too."

San Francisco Univ. of San Francisco, Oct 2-3, Nov 20-21. Jan 22-23. Apr. 9-10. Jui 16
17, Los Angeles Peppordine Only., Nov 13-14, Jan 29-30, Apr 9.10, July 16-17, Seattle
Seattle Univ., Nov 6-7, Jul 9-10, Honolulu Hawaii Pacific College, Nov 27,8. Jul 5-10
Administered by I W New (JD . The Limy of Calif. Hastings College of Law) and R E Kay
(3D. USE, LL M Univ of London)
I ration 585 00 Enrollment by let*, with name teieohone address schooi and tee to The Registrar. The
Western Stales LSAT Study I Preparation Seminar Room 3600. SO California Sr SF CA 90111 Tel 415,3981908 Late enrollment by telephone only it seats are avatirmie
THIS NOTICE wti. I Annt us ONCE ONLY

Long said.
The Junior Nationals
will be held at the
University of San Francisco’s Memorial Gym.

a job for all seasons
a career for all reasons
STEWARD

STEWARDESS

;

AND
THE MIGHTY WHISPER ORCHESTRA

A 15 pt. Tuneup-Checkup:
8 Check generator
9 Check ignition system
10 Check light system
11 Check battery
12 Check brake fluid
13 Check transmission fluid
14 Change oil foil included,
15 Lube lob
other parts extra)

Check compression
Check and adjust plugs
Check and adjust points
Check and adjust timing
Check and adjust brakes
Check and adjust valves
Adiust carburetor

$29.95

FOUR BIG NIGHTS
THURS - SUN NOVEMBER 4-7
*****************
SUNDAY NIGHT ALL STUDENTS
$2.00
ADMITTED FOR JUST
WITH PROPER I.D.
Sorry No Minors !I

244 1562
HOURS:
Mon. Fri. 7-304 00

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
On front of Casey’s Sandwich Shop)
I I th and San Carlos. San Jose

The University of
Southern California will be
in Spartan Stadium Sunday
for a 3:30 p.m. non conference tilt with the
Spartans.
KSJS (90.7 FM) will
broadcast the USC game
Sunday beginning at 3:15
p.m. Bill Schulz and Mark
Fehr will do the play by
play.

nbeotinwgealcvoimsiteotrhaetrHe.alwrsaiiilike

THE WHISPERS

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

420

"We’ll shake the loss
against Hayward State and
beat Berkeley," the 5-10,
170 pound junior said.
"We’ve come a long way
and I don’t think the
players feel we can throw it
out the window."
The hooters must finish

among the top four teams
in the West to gain a playoff
spot in post season competition. The No. 1 team in
the West will face the No. 4
team in the West while the
No. 2 and No. 3 teams
clash. The winner of the
two games will meet with
the victor heading for the
NCAA semifinals to be held
in Philadelphia, Pa.

said. "I’ll tell you, we are

McGowan & Associates Presents

Try our

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Menendez said that victories are needed in both
of SJSU’s final two conference games to insure the
squad of their 10th NCAA
playoff berth in 13 years.
The other conference
game will be against the
University of Santa Clara
Nov. 13..
The booters are
presently first in the
WCISC ahead of UC
Berkeley (2-1-01 and the
University of San Francisco 12-1-0-).
Cal coach Bob DiGrazia
said his team is gaining
momentum and "the SJSU
game will be important to
both teams."
The Bears, 9-5-2 overall,
are led by Dan Selvemini
and goalie Chris Baudouin.
Selvemini is leading Bear
scorers’ with nine goals
while Baudouin has
allowed only four goals in
the past eight games.
SJSU goalie Sean
Keohane, who has racked
up 72 saves and five
shutouts, is confident that
the Spartans will come out
of this weekend’s hunt
alive.

but he is scheduled to start
aginst the Spartans.
Benton, despite his
diminutive frame, has the
reputation for being a
devastating blocker.
"I played against David
and Binky in junior
college," said Spartan free
safety Joe Glaspie, who
transferred to SJSU from
Santa Ana Community
College.
"You just can’t make a
mistake against Turner or
he’ll take it all the way.
And Binky, he may be
small but he is a hitter."
Fundamental team
Most of the players and
coaches describe SDSU as
a fundamental team which
beats its opponents with
ability, not deception.
"They’re a good team,"
said Rick Kane. "They
don’t do a lot of things, but
what they do they do well.
It’s a big game for both
teams, because we don’t
get as mud, ’pub’ as some
of the big schools in the
state. We have to fight it
out for the recognition."
Spartan wide receiver
Gary Dudley, a transfer
from San Diego Mesa
College, is one SJSU player
who will be going home to
try to disappoint the local
crowd. Dudley might have
been an Aztec, but instead
elected to come north.
"They said I could walk
on and they’d look at me,
but I didn’t want to play for
them," Dudley said.
Instead. Dudley walked
on to the 10th Street
practice field, and after he
showed the Spartan
coaches what he could do,
they decided it was worth a
scholarship to keep him
here.
"This is getting to be
some rivalry," Dudley

294,151i

Go

THE LION’S DEN
1500 ALMADEN RD. - SAN JOSE
For Information Call 295-3643
"DEFINITELY A
NicGOWAN PRODUCTION"

TWA

A TWA represent at tve will he at SJSU to tell you 0bout
our company and the steward/stewardess Joh Come to

Room College Union Umunhum, 3rd level
Nov. 10th
Nov. 11th

10:00 & 12.00 noon
10:00 &

12:00 noon
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Pep band formed for games
SJSU may not have a
100 piece majestic marching band yet, but the campus will have a small group
who will play at athletic
events.
The Music Department
has agreed to put together
a pep band for the basketball games, according to

Associate Athletic Director
of Business Affairs Del
Youngblood.
Funds provided
Funds for the 12 piece
combo are to be provided
through a combination of
the Spartan Foundation
and the Athletic Department, he said.

"Basically, we’ll be
playing at all the games
played at Independence
High School. We may go to
the games in Southern California," Helen (Kim) Om stead, a professional accompanist hired by the Music Department, said.
Omstead, who will be di -

Guest violinist to appear
in symphony performance

Wood art shown
Mike O’Neil views one of Michael
Davis’ wood sculptures in a series of
works called "Insolation" now on
exhibit in the Union Gallery located on
the third level of the Student Union.
Light and dark woods provide contrast
and perspective in the works which
seem to guide the eye from one end to
the other. Davis’ sculptures are part of
a combined show with painter Robert

Partin who utilizes shades of light in
geometric patterns. Both Partin and
Davis are instructors at California
State University Fullerton and have
exhibited nationally. The exhibit will
run through Nov. 19. Gallery hours are
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 6 to 8 Wednesday and
Thursday evenings.

Violinist Nathan Milstein, in his first North
American concert tour in
three seasons, will appear
tonight and tomorrow night
at 8:30 with the San Jose
Symphony at the San Jose
Center for Performing
Arts.
Milstein will perform
Brahms’ Violin Concerto in
D, a piece he recently recorded with great critical
success. He will also per-

form the Hungarian
Dances, Numbers 1, 3 and
10 and the Serenade in A Major.
Awarded the title
Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor by France, Milstein
has been honored by many
nations as a great musical
figure.
Tickets for the concerts
can be purchased at the
door and at the San Jose
Symphony Office, 170 Park

what’s happening)(
Clubs
Collective Works will appear tonight and tomorrow night at Fonzie’s,
1991 Almaden Expressway.
Big Mitch & Babyfat will
pl.,y tonight through Sunday at the Parlor, 93 S.
Central Ave., Campbell.
Flyer will be at the Odyssey Room tonight, 799 E.
El Camino Real, Sunnyvale.
The Ambush Band is appearing tonight at Mt.
Charlie’s, 15 N. Santa
Cruz Ave., Los Gatos.
Sparks & Cinder will appear tonight at the Wooden Nickel, 2505 The Alameda, Santa Clara.
The Gary Smith Band is appearing tonight at The
Bodega, 30 S. Central
Ave., Campbell.
Obeah will play tonight at
the Country Store Ta-

Recital

slated

vern, 157 El Camino
Real, Sunnyvale.

Galleries
Paintings by Zapata El
Fuego will be presented
through Thursday in the
Main Gallery of the Art
Building. Gallery hours
are 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays
Paintings by Bonnie Cook
will continue through
Nov. 12 in "Women space" at the YWCA, 375
S. Third St.

rey Hepburn, will be
shown at 7 and 10 tonight
in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is $1.
The Man Who Fell to Earth
and Dr. Strangelove will
be shown at 7 tonight at
the Camera One Theatre,
3665. First St. Admission
is $2.
CAMERAL ONII
3ad S. 1E114. 294-39119
Mar,
David Bowie in a
film by Nicholas Roeg

ENE
IFri

Events

MAN WNO
FELL TO SANTIS

Elvin Bishop, Tommy Bolin, Heart and Graham
Parker will appear at
7:30 tonight and tomorrow night at Winterland.
San Francisco. Tickets
are $5.50 in advance and
$6.50 at the door.
Poets Joseph Stroud,
Marla Burns and Georgette Cerutti will give
readings at 2:30 p.m.
Nov. 17 in the Home
Economics Conference
Room.

Stanley Kubrick’s

Dr.
STRANOELOVE
Late show Fs & Sat
Tha makers of "Pink

Flamingos" Present
Divine in

New Comedy:

MULTIPLE
MANIACS
Rated X
plus

Robin and Marion, starring
Scan Connery and
ud -

ISextoons postponed)

BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
136 So. 1st St., 294-2930.
New and used, Afro.Arnerican
Latino, Chicano, Native Amen.
can, Marxist, women’s labor,
children’s books Er much more.
Selected posters Et records.
Friendly personal service.
Browsers welcome. Ask about
our special events. Open 10 to 6,
Mon. through Sat.

Kawasaki 78073 Exc. cond., extra
expansion chamber. clip ons,
$850/offer, 735.8920 Gary._

If’

AWAKEN Your fantasies while
conditioning your body. Eufrasia
School of Ballet offers special
college age classes for beginners
through advanced Small classes
-. individual attention. Studios:
San Jose Et Santa Clara,
241-1300.
KUNG FU is now available at the Institute of PsychoPhysical Development la non-profit educational corporation) 325 S. First
St., 4th Floor, San Jose. Classes
are on MON thru THUR at 7 p.m.
and SAT at 10 a.m., spectators
welcome. Full-time students 112
units or more) get a 15% discount. For more information drop
by or call 293-6611.
Hire a
PHOTOGRAPHS
photographer at a small hourly
fee for weddings, dinners, etc
and keep the negatives. Also will
trade this service for others. Call
Ron 14151471-7727.

-

’73 MAZDA RX2, sports coupe,
exc. condition, clean, just tuned.
$1550. Call 2686579.
’69 MG Midget $922 good cond,
new tires, 277-8667 after 5:30 ask
for Chris.

Sum-

entertainment

The ’PERFECT’
GREETING CARD
. ONE MADE BY YOU!
BLANK CARD STOCK
MATCHING ENVELOPES
ASSORTED COLORS q3

FRIDAY FLICKS presents: ROBIN
AND MARIAN A sprawling,
medieval adventure which turns
into a memorable, sensitive, love
story, and has the strength and
sheer presences of Audrey Hepburn and Sean Connery. Two
shows, 7 Es 10pm, Friday, Nov. 5,
Morris Dailey Auditorium, by
Alpha Phi Omega. $1.94.
BLUEGRASS! The Tonto Basin
Boys every Sat. 9 to 12 p.m.
Sunnyvale. Straw Hat Pizza,
Maude Et Mathilda

If’

GRADUATING SENIORS: Practice
your Career in the PEACE
CORPS. For more information
come by Industrial Studies Dept.
Rm. 207,

III RIC

PAINT 6. WALLPAPER CC)
87 Valley Fair Ctr San Jose 249 8700
365 San Antonio Rd Mt View 941 3600

4

9

all kinds.
Straight from the kitchen,
Homemade, delicious. Swedish
meatballs. 126 E San Salvador,
10-6.

Thought about

studying abroad?
You can thru the Internicionai
Programs See rep. in S.U. xv
Nov. 8 Or 9 for into. & qualif.
Come and Party with the Black Cul
!oral Committee in the Dining
Commons on Nov. 5. St with
PPF Card, $1 25 without.

and reLords
CASH Inr hoolg
Phone 286-6229. Recycle Bookstore, 96 E San Fernando, SJ.
Selection of used books &
records Great!
SHREDDED FOAM Rubber, 506
lbs Any Quantity, 2912954.

REFRIGERATORS $25 and

up.
Phone 294.2118. Call after 12
noon.

10-speed. Peugeot. Like new, $110.
Includes strain, lock, repair kit,
and roGls 294 5184

99

COWBOY HEEL
LEATHER SOLE

SHIM PAIR
= 5A9)06
SUN 114 alk

Won 4 baths, formal dining,
separate study, pool, all in walk
ing distance for you Mr Pro
lessor. Call 258-4118, $97,000
MALE NEEDED - meddle share 8
mm house. Rent with upkeep of
house. Near 101. 225-5345, 7am
or 430 pm.

1 Br. Ram. Apt.

for Christian
woman. $125. 35 So. 5th St.
After 12. Manager: 247.9044.

Share Fum. Apt; with mother and
daughter; own bedrras N blk.
SJSU. 293 -2898-Street pkg.
Free - i month rent, you do painting Or clng. 1 Bdrm Dplx w/yard
Et garden space - walk to cam.
pus .- $175 mo rent. 121 N. 10th
St. 293-7987. Pleasant, student
landperson.
M or F to share house & Ig studio in
Saratoga. 1128 a 15 eta. Tom or
Bob at 379-2290, 7 p.m.
2 Law Students need quiet, respon
sible person to share lg. beautiful
3 brim apt. in S. Clara. Master
suite, $100. 246-7819.
Near SJSU. 2 Or 3 bdrms starting Sr
$245. Furnished. Underground
parking. 470 So. 11th Sr.
287-7590.

personals

EXPERIENCE open friendly com.
munication w/your peers in a
quiet warm atmosphere. Drop by
the Peer Drop In Center, 3rd
floor. Student Union. Diablo
Room. It’s a friendly place to
relax and meet people, also
workshops, groups, referrals and
information. M. thur Thurs , 10
am. 7 p.m., Friday 10-3 p.m
Drop by soon.
NEED AN ENTHRALUNG Romantic Adventure with a high pitch of
excitement? Would the
presences of Audrey Hepburn or
Sean Connery Of Robert Shaw or
Richard Harris turn you on’ If so.
please meet at Morris Dailey
Auditorium Friday, Nov 5, for
the movie of ROBIN AND
MARIAN. Two shows, 7 Et
10pm, $1

TYPING - IBM Selectric
253-3684
Pick up and Delivery
YOGA and Meditation Classes of
fered day and night Yoga is a
mental and physical discipline
the meditation practice is simple
and direct. The price is 20 dollars
Ion 30 classes of 2 hours each
Call now 292-WAVE San Jose

%I!

services
STUDENT Dental Plan
Enrol
"now". Applications and in
formation at Associated SRI
dents office or call 371-6811.

Term Papers
resumes/theses/senior proj
ectsnetters. 750 page and up
Office near SJU
287 8611,
287-8612 19 a.m to 1:30 p.m.) or
262 1923 all other hours) Ask
for Kitty Carter, North Valley
Secretarial Service

50

50

50

50

Minimum Three Lines One Day
Semester rate I all issuesl 525.00
Check a Classification

CUPERTINO
996-1991 or 1992

10171 SARATOGA SUNNYVALE RD
IWO

Announcements
ii Autornotiwi
ii Entettagnment
For

Sale

ii Help Wanted
ii Housing
ii Lost and Found
ii Personals

-

TRANSLATIONS ENGLISH
TO SPANISH - REASONMRS
ABLE RATES
JONES, 736-4961 EXT. 40.

TYPING, TYPING, TYPING FOR all
your typing needs. call 296-4670.

stereos

h.

SAVE THIS AD. Before you purchase costly stereo equipment,
check with us for discounts on
200 major brands of Audio, TV,
tape, car stereo, etc Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles. We
manufacture a complete line ot
Hi Fi speakers and blank record
Mg tape sold wholesale to the
public. Sounds Unique, 9982693, Tues. Sat. 12-6.
USED STEREO E(lUIPMENT. We
buy ft sell used stereo equip.
ment. 9).C1..)7 111- it. 5023 Ste.
vens Creek Blvd. Santa Clara,
985-0344. T.F, 10-7, Sat. 10-5.

end components. Over 140
brands. Cal Jock 737-0O28 now
S,Th.

travel

GOING ABROAD?? Chances are
you need appliances that operate
on 220 volt. 50 cycle We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances.
ARIS EXPORT CO. 6419 Tele.
graph Ave.. Oak, Ca. 94609 Tel
415-654.4751
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA Student
charter flights year round, MCA
1609 Westwood Bled No. 103
L.A. Calif. 90024 1213) 826-5669.
8264955.

BE CREATIVE
BE MYSTERIOUS
III PERSONAL

Send

im

lCiiorir

r Feronal

Iii Spartan Daily Classified,

2 lines 1 dai is 75c
2 lines 2 days is $1
Come in to JC 203 between
9am and 3 pm
non corrornerrta/ ads only

Print Your Ad Here:
. 30 letters and SMICIIS

10f

each line!

Phone

nr int name
Address
City

Enclosed isti
ORDER

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

Days

For

’Doodling, two dims

PI*, 10 Pub

lication
Consecutive publication

by
No

’1!

CHARTER FLIGHTS winter and
spring to London from Oakland
Seats availahle for XMAS, $359.
3 or 4 weeks. Also Frankfurt from
L.A. from $399. British European
Travel, 937 Saratoga Ave , San
Jose, 95129. Phone 446 5252
CHARTER INFORMATION TO
NEW YORK . . CHICAGO
EUROPE AT CHRISTMAS . .
MANY OTHER DESIGNATIONS
. . YOUTH HOSTEL CARDS
. . WORK ABROAD. . STU
DENT I.D. CARDS . . EURAIL
Or BRITRAIL PASSES .
FLIGHTS
INTEREUROPEAN
. . . INFORMATION TO ALL
PARTS OF THE WORLD . .
CONTACT THE STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER IBARRACK
03, BEHIND MORRIS DAILEY)
MON. WED. Or THURS 1 p.m. 4
p.m. OR CALL ANYTIME
259-8356. The Student Travel
Center is sponsored by SJSU
Backpackers International Club

Shaw’s Light

SEND CHECK, MONEY
ii Services
ii Transportation
ii Travel

William, 288-7163 THIS MONTH
SPECIAL: Style cut, complete:
$7.50 reg. 912.50. naturals complete: $15.00 only

PRE-LAW STUDENTS
PM.
imize LSAT score by taking Bay
Area LSAT Review Course
taught by Stanford Lawyers with
over 5 years teaching experience
in other locations Starts Nov
17. Call 415 841 6500 for information
I hew you’ve fallen in love . . for
special music, chosen by you for
Your wedding day. call 371 1877,
Skip Garcia, Balladeer Music for
weddings, receptions, and pri
vale parties

Bicycle Repair

50

4th Er

WILLIAM’S Beauty Shop

AT LAST a fun way to exercise.
Enroll now ill ADULT dancing
classes Improves Coordination,
Mental Stimulation, Great Way
to Meet People Modern Jaw or
Tap Classes Call Kaiser Dance
Studio, 243-4834

THE GOOD LIFE

Spacious 5

TYPING .- My Place! We know
how to type that Thesis, Report,
Term Paper - ACCURATELY
and SPEEDILY!! Call 244-6887
ask for Susan.
BUSINESS Opportunity! Stuff
envelopes. $50 per 100. Send
stamped/addressed envelope to
A. Rodriguez, 1212 E. William
St., San Jose, Ca 95116.

BIG DISCOUNTS on stereo high

TY-OIND
thesis. term papers,
etc., experienced and fast
Phone 2696674.

TYPING - IBM SEL. II, fast ac
curate, exp in Campbell., Tura
lean 267 3119 Nan

-

weight Cycles, 131 E. William
near SJSU offers professional
repair, pans and accessories for
Racing, Touring and Trans.
ponation cycles. 295.5824.

TYPING.

DELIGHTFUL place to live Ping
Peng. Volleyball, dishwasher.
radar oven Extra clean, extra
quiet. 234 S. 11th St 11.4k. from
campus $913 and up. 998.0013,
968 7410 level Mors wanted.

Each
add,.
One Two Three Four Five iron&
day
days days days days day
3 Imes SI 50 2.00 225 240 250
35
4 linos
200 250 275 2 90 3.00 35
5 lines
250 3.00 325 3 40 3.50
35
6 linos
300 350 375 3 90 4.00
-95
Each additional line add

ti 1

lbar Sonole end Lincolnl

295-4336

Classified Rates

D7-12

Bird supplies 8: bulk seed
294-5057
965 Park Ave.

KINKO’S

OFFICE CLERK-WAREHOUSE
MAN 4 days/week, 3.4 hrs each
day to fit school schedule. Must
type 40-50 WPM. $3 94/h,
Steady work 298-4900.
NEED hard working young woman
to clean condo, once a month,
$3/hr Steve, 225-2047
WANTED: Experienced babysitter
for Tues. & Thurs. mornings
from 9 a.m.-12 a.m., pay is excellent Call 292-0148
Teachers at at levels. Foreign and
Domestic Teachers. Box 1063
Vancouver, Wash. 98660.
Part Time, Telephone, salary
comm. near campus. Days,
eves, or Mends. no exp. nec
Call Mr Cnx 287 16816

EXCELLENT Rooms Across Cam
pus, men. 99 S. 9th Si. Kitchen
pen Shared $70/mo. Private
$105,no Phone 279.9816, if no
answer call 26131750, Girls 278 S.
10th St. Across Bus Build.
Kitchen wood Et parking from
$75/shared mo It $115 private
Call 279 9035 if no answer on the
above nunewes call 268-1750

PLYMOUTH Barracuda ’66. A. T,
P’S. A/C, good condition, new
tires. 8750 494- 7906 after 6
A 10% DISCOUNT with this ad for
an Electron& DYNAMOMETER
tune up at TUNE 41. the auto
motive rune -up specialists. 1531
W Sari Carlos. SJ Your cost will

SNOOT TOE

finches cockatiels
canaries parrots

no minimum

WE NEED GIRLS! For our co-ed
innertube water polo team for
Tues. nights. Call Mike at
288.6540 for more into.

housing

PONTIAC VENTURA 350, ’73. Air,
AT, PS, low mi 268-6421 after 5
P
VW Service 0250 i parts, ADJ
valves, brakes can:. timing.
Change plugs, pants. oil. All
work guaranteed, call Paul,
227-8324.

49.99

Drop by and visit
our wide collection
of birds including.

nun, night

123 S 3rd St

Youngblood said he
hopes this band can generate funds for the Athletic
Department by playing at
non -athletic events.

THE
BIRD LADY

COPIES
2 ivve

INTERESTING,
ATTRACTIVE ft PERSONABLE
Young men Et women are
needed at the Brewery, a ten
taurant Et nightclub in San
Jose
Duties include serving
food Et alcoholic beverages
Experience is not necessary,
but you most be over 21.
Please apply in person at the
Brewwery. 29 N San Pedro
St , SJ.

DELIGHTFUL
e to In, P09
pang, volleyball, dishwasher.
radar oven Extra clean, extra
quiet. 234 S. Ilth St. 18k from
campus. $85 and up. 996-0833,
968.7410 level. Mgrs. wanted.

’11

automotive

MEN’S 12" Shallow Top
BRANDY FOOT

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON thru FRI
9)0 9

DREAMS
The Royal Road to
Consciousness! Share your ideas
& Ouestions with other Dreamers
in "Dream Exploration" Wed.’s
7-9 p.m., Diablo Rm. Level 3
S.U. Sponsored by the Peer
Drop-In Center.
COME AND PARTY with the Black
Cultural Committee in the Dinna
Comma on Nov. 5. 75C with PPF
card, and 51.00 without.

TASTY SANDWICHES

SAVE $100

"We had volunteer pep
bands before, but hopefully
this will lead up to other

Center Plaza, Suite 100, the
San Jose Box Office, 912
Town and Country Village,
all Macy’s and major ticket
agencies throughout the
Bay Area.

1:.

for sale

Admin. Asst. Typing, Phone,
Gen’l Office Sm. Commodity
Trdg Co. Call 321-6660, 5.6pm.

FRIDAY FLICKS presents: ROBIN
AND MARIAN. A sprawling,
medieval adventure which turns
into a memorable, sensitive, love
Anti has the strength and
sheer presences of Audrey Hepburn and Sean Connery. Two
shows. 7 Et 10pm, Friday. Nov. 5.
Morns Dailey Auditorium, by
Alpha Phi Omega. $1.00.

each

7,1

help wanted

meets at 330 Wednesdays in the
SJSU Student Chapel. The
SJSU campus community is
welcome.

WEST

515 E CAMPBELL AVE

PIANO INSTRUCTION - THEORY
HARMONY - CLASSICAL
TO JAZZ
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE, CALL 225-7013.

be 4 cyl $33, 6 cyl 835.10. 8 cyl
$36.90 (most carsI. Parts Et labor
included. Guaranteed 6 months.
Takes about 30 min. Phone
286-3566. Discount good through
December t, 1976.

The Christian Science Organization

DURANGO

CAMPBELL
374-7550

:
announcements ::

row/ year round. Europe. S.
America, Australia. Asia. etc. All
fields, $500-$12U0 monthly. Ex.
penses paid, sightseeing. Free info. Write: International Job
Center, Dept. SB, Box 4490,
Berkeley, CA 94704.

Begins 11.30, Both nights

Students paid
Students who play in the
band will receive $20 per
game.

things," Omstepd said.
Welcome band
"When a visiting dignitary comes, the band can
go and give him a welcome.
We can play for any
speaker who needs music
to draw a crowd."
She said they have uniforms and she encourages
women to try out.

classifieds

OVERSEAS JOBS

SIX MADNESS
(They Must Be Told)

Films

Clement Hutchinson,
professor of music, will
play the clarinet solo in a
performance of Mozart’s
Clarinet Concerto in AMajor at 10:30 a.m. today
in the Music Building Concert Hall.
Patrict Meierotto, professor of music, will play
he orchestra part, transribed for piano.
Also scheduled on the
program is a performance
os Schubert’s last work,
"Shepherd on the Rocks,"
a piece for voice, clarinet,
and piano.
SJSU graduate student
Helen Centner will sing
soprano in the Schubert
piece, with Nancy Cole
playing clarinet and Meierotto on piano

an outrageous

::
:

recting the band, said auditions are being held Monday in Music Building
Room 213 from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m.
She is looking for trumpet, trombone, saxophone,
drum, tuba and banjo
players.

dates on.

refunds on cancelled

ads

Soil study aids safe building
By Dean Cheatham
A dam breaks, A
building foundation begins
to sink and crack. A tower
leans in Pisa, Italy.
These are problems
which might have been
prevented by a good soil
engineer before the
structures were built.
"In the old days people
either overdesigned or
underdesigned because
they did not have the
knowledge of soil
mechanics," said Dr. KueiWu Tsai, associate
professor of civil
engineering.
But knowledge of soil
mechanics or "geotechnical engineering" has
grown in the last 10 years,
Tsai said, and called
SJSU’s soil laboratory, in
the Engineering Building,
"one of the best in the country" for studying that
knowledge.
Field open

A soil engineer with a
master’s degree can work
in almost any engineering
field, Tsai said.
"All structures are built
of soil or on soil," Tsai said.
Therefore, according to
Tsai, geotechnical
engineers make pre construction soil surveys
on any kind of structural
project, sites including
bridges, dams and

buildings.
Students in the soil lab
study three soil -related
problems: seepage, settlement and stability.
Machines in the lab are
used to determine soilsample properties as they
relate to these problems.
Soil loosened

Seepage is the condition
in which water loosens the
soil and causes whatever is
on top of the soil to sink.

This problem is
demonstrated by two
machines. One is a transparent cube filled with
sand. Water rises through
the soil in the cube and a
plastic model on tap sinks
rapidly.
Another machine uses
colored dyes to trace the
seepage of water from the
top to the bottom of a sandfilled transparent box.
Settlement problems

Company offers
2 scholarships
Two 81,500 scholarships
are being offered to home
economics juniors by the
Ball Corporation.
The scholarships include two weeks paid
expenses for in-service
training with the Ball
Corporation’s consumer
service department in
Muncie, Indiana.
The corporation will
show the students what the
job of a home economist in
business includes.
Foods or food science
majors will be given
preference over other
applicants, and all applicants must have an
interest in becoming a

home economist in
business.
To apply for the
scholarships, students
must write to Ball Corporation, Consumer Service Department, Muncie,
Indiana 47302.
Applications must be
accompanied by a copy of
college transcripts and two
recommendations from
home economics instructors.
All information must be
sent to Ball Corporation
and received by Feb. 1,
1977.
The winners will be
selected and notified by
May 2, 1977.

are studied by compression
tests, in which pressure is
applied to a cylindrical soil
sample from the top and
the side.
Stability problems are
studied by a shear test
machine. Soil samples are
pulled from opposite sides
to determine how much
stress they can take before
crumbling.
Problems Applied
When a geotechnical
engineer applies these
problems to actual construction sites, he studies
the area and tries to work
with the soil on the
property.
If the soil requires
improvement, it is mixed
with other soils or
replaced, or a different

kind of foundation is used,
Tsai said.
He added that in
general, sandy soil is better
than soft clay for structural
support.
Tsai said that San
Francisco Bay mud scores
low on stability tests, and
has problems associated
with its high compressibility.
"Almost every job is
different because every
site is different," Tsai said.
"That makes geotechnical
engineering challenging."
CIRCUS ADULT BOOKS
We have films, photo sets,
greeting cards, books, novelty items and more,
996.9410
167 E Santa Clara Si

Moderne
Drug Co.
Anthony D.Campagna, Jr.
Professional Pharmacists
Openuni

I

Midnight

2nd and Santa Clara Streets
San Jose Phone 998-8800

measures the water seepage that loosened
the soil and sank Stanley.

Seconds ago, Stan Laurel was sitting
securely on solid sand Kathy Williams

Seminar to discuss
starting a business

C Trivia
TRI\

IA QUESTION
FOR TODAY: The Civil
War marked the first
time in history ironclad
ships met and fought in
battle. What were the
names of both Union
and Confederate vessels
and who was the victor?
YESTERDAY’S
ANSWER: Willie Mays.
Trivia suggestions
should be submitted to
Rick Gaunt at the
Spartan Daily office
between 1:30 p.m. and
K30 p.m.

A No -day seminar products. get free publicity
"How To Start Your Own and government services
Part-Time or Full-Time and obtain patents,
Business" will be con- trademarks and
ducted Nov. 20 and 21 at copyrights.
The concluding day’s
SJSU.
Donald Dible, author of objectives will be to
"Up Your Own examine critical business
Organization" and founder functions, low-cost
of
five successful marketing surveys,
businesses in the last three business planning, opening
years, will conduct the new markets, methods of
raising capital and difseminar.
"The opportunities for ferences between prostarting one’s own business prietorships. partnerships
are unlimited by virtue of and corporation,
the tact that the economy is
in a constant state of
change, and change means
opportunity,’’ Dible said.
The workshop will meet
illr ,
,..._ ,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Engineering Building.
Room 132.
Deadline for advance
registration is Nov. 13. The
fee is $75.
The first day’s activities
GASOLINE 7th Et Phelan
will include discussion on
how to market ideas and
MOTOR OIL
245 Keyes
products, find new

r,

get "GASSED" at

SPARTAN
STATIONS

A .

,

Best gas in town
At the cheapest prices
10th & Taylor
4th Et Williams

’ !I
..C.’ 4
U
I

ennts

Classic

of San Jose
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Mill TORICS1

Ire

See 8 top stars in four days of

111 liPlit

exciting

illikkm

singles

and

doubles

action in intimate Civic Auditorium.
Tennis is the hot sport, so order

"

now for best seats. Only 2524 seats
available( For further information
and group rates call (415) 354-8650
or 854-4860.

,

Top Hat

Tickets on

sale at

(295-8050) and agencies.

: ....-

Student Savings

TENNIS EVERYONE!

2 sessions for the price of one.
(Good for Thursday and Friday
Nights; Saturday Afternoon.)

* Dennis Rolston
* Sandy Moyer
* Charlie Posorell

Free Tennis Clinic
12 o’clock

clinic for

*

Saturday

Vijay Amrittaj

* Jeff

Borowiok

Afternoon Ticket Holders

* Andy Poltison

Take Coupon to Top Hat

*

140W. San Carlos

* Anand Amritraj

Cliff Drysdale

(Across from Civic Auditorium)

Now comes Miller time.

San Jose’s Own Professional Tournament!
TICKET APPLICATION
INDIVIDUAL
TICKETS
Main Floor
irage (Baseline)
Loge

THURSDAY
Nor. 11
7)10 p.m.

FRIDAY
Nov. 12
7)30 p.m.

Semi -Finals
SATURDAY
Nov. 13
1)30 p.m.

Semi-Finals
SATURDAY
Nov. 13
7)30 p.m.

FINALS
SUNDAY
Nov. 14
130 p.m.

,,, 57 50

bi 47 50

i,, $8 50

,,, $8 50

,,) 58 50

). 57 50

,,,, 57 50

,., 48 50

,, Sti 50

,.) $8 50

$6 50

".57 50

r.) $7 50

,,, 57 50

$650

l.c

FAMILY PLANincludes 2 adults and 2 children up to age IS; add $O for each additional child.
, 419 00
)., $19 00
rii 523 00
Additional kids

$400

r.i $400

r.i 54 00

SEASON TICKETS
Patron BoxesCourtside Seat includes parking, hospitality room
and other extras for all five sessions

i,i 460 00

Main Floor or StageChown seal for all Viva kevonns (mike $5501

,.) $30 00

Loge-

Chr,., 0 ,r,I for ,,11 Ian cos,ions Isaac 55501

r. %3S00

cISIS ine M

’Pawn Cn

1.1.10.0

C.,

